
Revolutionary Solutions, LLC
Capability Statement
“Inspire to Climb Higher”

Financial Mgt

REV-SOLS provides financial management and 

accounting support services, including execution 

reporting, variance analysis, problem resolution, 

budgets, financial data reconciliation, abnormal 

accounting condition resolution, and business 

process improvements. We also help maintain 

robust internal controls that facilitate compliance 

with applicable laws, regulations, and guidance. We 

also provide project support for business and office 

functions. We can support any type of company with 

their administrative and office needs. 

Acquisition & Contracts Mgt

REV-SOLS provides cradle-to-grave acquisition lifecycle 

management support to Commercial and Federal organizations, 

including acquisition strategy and planning; policy planning and 

implementation; market research and planning; requirements 

generation; pre-solicitation support; solicitation, source 

selection, and protest support; cost/price and cost/benefit 

analysis; and contract support services, including 

contract/subcontract management, contract administration, 

compliance, coordinating and facilitating required meetings, 

tracking deliverables, and conducting contract closeout.

Program Mgt & Project Support

Revolutionary 

Solutions, LLC.,

 (REV-SOLS) is a certified 

Woman-Owned Small Business 

(WOSB) headquartered in Reston, 

Virginia. We are dedicated to supporting our 

customers’ abilities and missions to protect the 

interests of the United States, while 

fulfilling our passion for understanding

 and implementing Federal Acquisition 

Regulation (FAR) processes and procedures. Our

 team has the skills, knowledge, and expertise

 to deliver full acquisition lifecycle and 

financial & program management solutions. 

We have a solid, proven history with 

contracts in the 

Federal and  

Commercial

sectors.

REV-SOLS manages contracts to ensure all necessary 

technical, business, and management (e.g., cost, schedule, and 

deliverables) activities are performed successfully. We provide 

expert advice to senior-level leadership as needed, including 

analyzing project requirements and developing strategic 

solutions and tactical plans to meet agency needs; planning and 

implementing initiatives; researching legislative and 

organizational matters; recommending alternatives and best 

practices; reviewing organizational effectiveness and 

recommending improvements; and developing communication 

strategies for both internal and external audiences. 

Company Information

POC: Ms. Rosemarie Floyd

Email: contact@rev-sols.com 

Website: www.rev-sols.com

UEI: RCFHV16M5JS8

DUNS: 042153912

CAGE CODE: 8DM43

Contract Vehicles: GSA MAS, NXG, OASIS SB Pool 1

Federal 

Customers:

Awards & 

Certifications:

- Women-

Owned  Small 

Business

- ISO 9001:2015

- ISO 27001:2013

- NAICS: 

541219 

541611, 

541618, 

541990, 

561110, 

561320
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